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and therefore the corresponding equation (14) is actually

/ -       i  V i        i      _ i
X-1 + - Ô )   = X-2-A + - 0[(X~lÔ)2l + — Ô2.

\ m  J mm m2

Now, since the third term of the right hand side of this equation is to be

neglected, one concludes that the removal of the last term does not cause any

additional inaccuracy, if m is large enough. It is sufficient to choose m of the same

order of magnitude as the largest eigenvalue of X squared or the reciprocal of

/_ 1    y
the smallest eigenvalue of A. Compute the matrix I X~2-A I  by means of

\ m    /

the algorithm (15) ; subtract X'1 from this result; and finally, multiply by m in

order to obtain an approximation for the correction (11). Of course, this pro-

cedure may be repeated and thus set up a quadratically convergent algorithm

which, moreover, is self-correcting.

Summary. It has been proved that for any real (n X n)-matrix A with only

positive eigenvalues the algorithm (1), with an initial matrix X(0) = &/, converges

quadratically to the matrix A~* with positive eigenvalues.

In a numerical case this algorithm, if continued indefinitely, may be divergent

due to round-off errors, whose influence may increase in geometrical progression.

This makes it necessary to stop the process as soon as the difference between

two successive results no longer decreases ; of course, it is also desirable to have

some additional accuracy in the numerical computation to take care of the

round-off errors.

Any approximation to A~* sufficiently accurate can be improved successively,

the rate of convergence of the procedure being quadratic. Each step, however,

involves either the solution of a system of n2 linear equations or the extraction

of the square-root of a matrix, which may be achieved by a quadratically con-

vergent iteration process.
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1. In this paper we consider throughout real numbers, vectors and matrices.

In order to solve the linear system

n

(1) 2Zaß,xv = y„,    allli = Aß    (p = 1, •■•,«)
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with the matrix A, A^t^O (p = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,n) and non-vanishing determinant, by the

single step iteration we form, starting from an arbitrary (row) vector ¿0, a sequence

of vectors

(2) &-(xi«, ••>,*.»)    (4-1,2, •••)

obtained in the following way: For any integer k(k ^ 0) choose a value A7* of

the "leading index" from the indices 1, ••-,«; then if

(3) Pk= (/!<*>, •■•,rn<*>)    (4 = 0, 1,2, •••)

is the 4-th residual vector defined by

(4) rp-iartP-y,   0»-i, •••,»;4-0,1, •••),
►-1

we put

(5) *rl!-«?' (m^au   sftw*-'*'--*-

In studying this iteration we can and will restrict ourselves to the case where

all yM vanish, since we can always by a convenient change of the origin make all

y„ = 0, without changing the pk.

2. We consider in what follows only the case where the matrix of the system

(1) is symmetric and the quadratic form

n

(6) K(H) =   E <W. = U?

defined for an arbitrary vector £ — (x\, ■ • •, xn), is positive definite. In this case

it is well known and immediately verified that if the vector £k+1 is obtained from

the vector £* by the transformation (5), we have

(7) KOm-i) - K(èk) - (r$l)2/ANi.

In using (7) it was proved by Seidel, 1874 [13], that the single step iteration is

always convergent if Nk is chosen at each step so that

(8) ($!)>/Am = max,(rf)V4,

This is Seidel's relaxation procedure.

This special rule goes back to F. R. Helmert, 1872 [7]. The relaxation rule

indicated previously by Gauss [4] and Gerling [6] is different, as is the one pro-

posed by Southwell [14], but the rule (8) is apparently the most advantageous

one. Cf. the discussion in [9], p. 158-9.

On the other hand Schmeidler [12] and Reich [11] proved in using (7) that

the single step procedure is convergent in the cyclic case when A7* runs periodically

through all indices 1, ■ • •, n.

3. Gauss [4], [1], [6] and [15] proposed the following modification of the
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above procedure in order to speed up the convergence. Put

n

x, = z„ — So,    a0„ = a,o = — Y, <h>    (" — I, • • ", »)

(9)
n n

fl00   =  Ao   =    —   2Z 00k   =     X    aM»i

where z0 can be arbitrarily chosen. Then the system (1) can be written in the

form (assuming y,, = 0)

n

(10) E^a-o   (m- 0,1, • ■•,»),
,-o

where the first equation is, of course, not independent of the last n equations but

is useful for the sake of uniformity and for checking purposes.

In particular Ao is positive since by (9) Ao is the value of the quadratic form

(6) for x, = 1 (v = 1 ,•■•,«).
4. From a solution (zo, Z\, • • •, z„) of the system (10) we obtain at once by (9)

the solution (xu ■ ■ ■, xn) of the system (1). The idea of Gauss is now to apply

the procedure described in (4) and (5) to the system (10). If we obtain then,

starting from a vector f0 = (zo(0), Zi(0), • • -, z„(0)), a sequence of vectors

h  -   (*«\«Á   ••-,2n(*)),

we consider at the same time the corresponding vectors

fc = («i<» -W», ••-,znw -•,«).

If then in the passage from f* to f*+i the leading index Af* ^ 0, we have

(il) Ê rf = È M*£*' - tf') -'#'   (m - i, • '•'•',»),

-=° A?'„(*+i) _ j*)__(*) _ lit.
^iV* Aft

Since here zo*"1"1' = Zq*', we see that the corresponding «-dimensional vectors £*,

fi+i are connected exactly by the formulae (5), so that in this case there is no

essential change compared with the original method.

5. If, however, Nk = 0, then only zow is changed and therefore all components

X\, ■ ■ ■, x„ are changed by the same amount. In this case we have obviously a new

possibility and the question arises whether in this case the convergence is indeed

speeded up. Of course, by 'convergence' in this case is not meant the convergence

of the vectors Çk but that of the corresponding vectors £k. This question is ap-
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parently not as yet settled, as widely contradictory opinions are to be found in

the literature; see [14] and [3].

Our conclusions are stated at the start of section 8 and at the end of the

paper.

6. In what follows we will say that the two (n + 1)-dimensional vectors

£ = (z0, %\, • ■ •, z„) and f ' = (z0', z/, • • •, z„') are equivalent, if we have z„ — z0

= z/ — zo'. In the class of vectors equivalent to f there exists a reduced one:

f => (0, x\, ■ ■ ■, xn), and the corresponding w-dimensional vector £ = (x\, ■ •■, x„)

is uniquely determined.

If we define the component of the residual vector corresponding to the

index 0 by

(12) r„<« = ¿ öoÄ(i) = Ê Oo,(s,(« - 2o(i)) = - £ r„<»,
*=o »=1 »=1

we see from (11) and (12) that the residual vector for the system (10) does not

depend on the component z0 but only on the corresponding vector £. It follows

then from (9) and (6)

n n /   n \

£ a^ZfZ, — E zp \ Y o-iivZ, + a,,oZo )
fi,„=o 0=0      V v=.\ /

n n n n

2^, z^ 2~i a^vXy      2~i Xt ¿\^ a^z^
0=0        v=l e=l 0=0

= Z x, ( £ Ö0„zM + a0„Zo I

n n

¿ - x¡> / . aßyXß,

»-1      0=1

n n

(lo) /   .      a^vZ¡íZy    == /  .      afiyXpXy.

0,»'=O 0.»'=1

7. It is obvious that the algebraic identity corresponding to (7) remains true

for the system (10), although the corresponding quadratic form is only semi-

definite. Therefore from (13) it follows that the relation (7) is also true for Nk = 0

where r0(i) is given by (12), and the quadratic form K is the positive definite

quadratic form (6). But then it follows from (7) that in any case

(14) lim (r$l)2/ANt = 0.
k—»oo

8. We discuss first the cyclic one step iteration. In this case we will prove

that the procedure remains convergent, but for any w ^ 2 there exist matrices

for which the modified procedure is slower and others for which the modified

procedure is indeed faster than the original one. This agrees with results men-

tioned by Forsythe and Motzkin [3], footnote 24.
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9. It follows from (14) that lim r$ = 0. Therefore from (5) and the corre-

sponding formula for fa with Nk = 0,

V*+1) - X^ -» 0     (4 -► » ; „ - 1, . . ., «),
and by (4)

r„<»+w - .*•/» -» 0    (4-> » ; M = 1, ...,»).

More generally for each constant integer 7,

r><*-H->->><*>-*0    (4-> oo;/i = 1, ••■,«).

But for any fixed p, among the n + 1 consecutive values of 4 there is one for

which Nk = p; therefore it follows that

r/*>->0     (k -> 00 ; p = 1, •••,»),

and, since the determinant in (4) does not vanish,

*0(*>-»O    (4-* *>;** = 1, •••,«).

We see that the modified procedure is indeed convergent.

10. In comparing the rate of convergence of the original and the modified

procedure it is better to change our notations in the following way. If we start

with a vector £0 = Xo and apply the complete «-cycle of single steps correspond-

ing to Nk = 1, •••,«, the obtained vector will be denoted by Xi, and the vectors

obtained in repeating each time the complete «-cycle will be denoted by X2,

X3,   • • • , Xk   =   £nfc,

In the same way, in the modified cyclic procedure we obtain, starting from a

vector fo — Zo and applying each time the whole (n + l)-cyc/e corresponding to

Nk = 0,1, •••,«, the sequence of vectors Z\, Z2, • ■ ■ ,Zk = Çnk, "••

11. We decompose A in the following way :

(15) A = L + D + L*,

where D is the diagonal matrix with the elements an, • • •, ann, while in L all

elements to the right and on the main diagonal and in L* all elements to the left

and on the main diagonal vanish. Then the rate of convergence of the usual cyclic

single step iteration depends on the maximum modulus Xat of the roots of the

equation

(16) \\(L + D) +L*\= 0,

and we have, if \N > 0 :

(17) Xk = 0(Xjv*4»-2)    (4-»«,),

while the starting vector X0 can be chosen so that Xk\ff~k does not tend to 0 as

k —» 00. The proof of this is quite similar to the following proof of the correspond-

ing results for the modified single step iteration; see (25). If \n = 0, then Xi

vanishes identically, and the solution is obtained at the most in w steps.

12. We will now characterize in a similar way the rate of convergence of the
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modified procedure. We have for the matrix Â of the system (10) the decomposi-

tion corresponding to (15) :

(18)
â = (a°° tt;) = L + Hi'

\a,o    A )

and obtain between Z0 and Z\, as in the theory of the usual cyclic one step

iteration, the relations

,10v (L + D)ZX + L*Zo = 0,

(iy; z, = - (L + b)^L*Zo.

13. As has been mentioned above the result of this operation is not changed if

Zo is replaced by the corresponding reduced vector Ê0 = (0, xxm, ••■,xnm).

Before we go on from Z\, we replace therefore Z\ again by the corresponding

reduced vector Z\ = (0, £i(1), •• -,xnw). For this purpose we apply the trans-

formation Xf. — Zu — Zo (p = 1, •••,«) which is equivalent to left multiplication

by the (w + 1) X (n + 1)-matrix

(20) *-(-. D-
where the first row consists of 0's and the first column, with the exception of the

0 on the top, of — l's.

We have then finally, putting

(21) Qo = - No(L + D)-iL*,

(22) Zk = QokÊo    (4 = 1,2, ■••)•

14. If Qo vanishes identically, we have at once Zx = ■ ■ ■ = Zk = • • • =0, and

the solution of (1) is attained at the first step. We can and will therefore assume

that Qo 7a 0. We use then the following result due to Werner Gautschi [5].

If for any matrix C = (c^) we define as its "norm"

N(C) = ^¿ZWA2,

then if C is a square matrix of order « for which the greatest modulus of a funda-

mental root is A, we have

(23) N(Ck) = 0(Akk^-1)    (4-* oo),

where p is the greatest multiplicity of a fundamental root of C with the modulus A.

As a matter of fact (23) is not the best possible result, cf. [10], p. 5, Satz V. But

Werner Gautschi's result is completely sufficient for our purpose.

15. If we apply this to the singular matrix (21) and denote the maximal

modulus of a fundamental root of Ço by \o, then p does not exceed « — 1 if

\a > 0, as will follow later from (31). We have therefore

(24) N(Qok) = 0(\c,hkn-2)    (*-*«).
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Further it follows from (22), in applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

!¿*K N(Qok)\Zo\,
and we obtain therefore

(25) ¿k = 0(\akk"-2)    (4-* oo).

16. On the other hand it is easy to show that for a conveniently chosen starting

vector Zo the expression Zk\o~h does not tend to zero. Indeed, if r¡ is an eigenvector

of Ço corresponding to a fundamental root X with |X| = Xg, we have

W = Qov'
and iterating

XV = <2oV-

But, since the first row in Ço consists of zeros, the vector ij is a reduced one and

can be taken as ÊQ. Then we have

XkZ0,    ZfcXc -(e)"**
and this does not tend to zero as 4 —» oo. If \G = 0, then Z\ vanishes identically.

17. We shall now transform the fundamental equation of Ço, and we introduce

for this purpose the matrix

6        ("I     En)
(26) N,

where the first row and the first column consist respectively of O's and — l's with

the exception of the first element e. Ne corresponds to the transformation

(27) yo = «Zo,   y, = Z„ — Z0    (v — 1, •••,»)

and for e —> 0 goes into No. Since the inverse of (27) is for e ^ 0

Zo = -yo,    Zv = y„ + -y0    (p - 1, • • •, ft),
« e

we have

(28) ^-(Í    l)>
where the first column consists of t_1, while the first row with the exception of

the first element contains only O's.

The fundamental equation of Ço can be written in the form

(29) lim |\£ + N.it + D)~lL*\ = 0.

18. On the other hand we have identically, since \Nt\= e,

(30) (\L + D\)(\\E + Nt(L + D)-iL*\) = t\\(L + D)Nrl + L*\,
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and we obtain the fundamental equation of Qo in taking the limit for e —» 0 on

the right in (30).
Now we have

(í+uW-. = (;:;«£s_o_> LiD).

where a„0 + a„i + • • • + a„n — 0 by (9) ; and we have therefore identically

Ag is therefore the maximum modulus of the roots of the equation of degree «

(31) G(\) =
aoo aov

I,äA,   \(L + D)+L*
0.

One root of this equation is zero.

19. In specializing for n = 2 we obtain in particular, if we put an = ait

d22 = a2, Oi2 = 021 = 0- and assume o ^ 0 :

Oi + a2 + 2tr    — ai — a    — a2 — a

G2(X) = — a Xoi a

0 Xo Xa2

= (ai + a2 + 2o)a2aiX2 — oX(ai + c)(a2 + <s),

o-(a¡ + <r)(a2 + o)|
(32) XG =

aia2(ai + a2 + 2o)

while the equation (16) for Xat reduces to X2aia2 — Xo2 = 0, and gives

(33)

From (32) and (33) we have

X«

Xjv —
a\a2

(34)
X*

|«i + o| ¡a* + ol

| o | (ax + a2 + 2o)

20. If we square this, subtract 1 and multiply by the square of the denomi-

nator we obtain

[(at + a)(a2 + o) - o-(oi +a2) - 2o-2][(a! + a)(a2 + a) + o(ox + o2) + 2o2]

= (axa2 — o2)(aia2 + 2(ax + a2)o + 3a2).

Since the first factor is positive, we see that Xc § \n according as

(35) <p(a) ■ 3o2 + 2(at + a2)o + axa2 = 0.

Here a ^ 0 is subject only to the condition \o~\% "Vaia2. We have obviously

/- '-( i-      0.1 ~r* Og N
<f>(— vaia2) = 4"Vaia21 "Vaia2-—- I-
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aia2
Since this is ;C 0, we see that p(— o) has two positive roots o\, a2 with oio^ —-,

and

0 < oi < va\a2 S$ 02.

It follows that for « = 2 we have Xg < Xjv, if oi < — a < ^a1a2, and Xg > Xjv, if

— Vaia2 < — v < <t\. The modified procedure is in the first case faster and in the

second slower than the original one.

21. To prove the corresponding result for « > 2 consider the matrix A of the

quadratic form

n

(36) #(£) = alXl2 + 2o-xxx2 + a2x22 + £ *„».

I n the corresponding determinant (31 ) for G (X) the elements in the first column are

oMo + O01 + • • • + aM0 = — (a0,0+i + • • • + O0„)

and vanish therefore for p ^ 2. The same is true for the elements Xa,,, to the left

of the main diagonal with p> 2 and v < p, while the elements on the diagonal,

Xa00 (p > 2), become respectively X. We obtain therefore

G (A) = Xn-2G2(X)

so that Xg is given in this case by (32).

22. In the same way it follows from (16) that \n is again given by (33). We

can have in this case, according to the chosen values of a, either Xg > Xjv or

Xg < Xtf.
It may finally be remarked that the value of Xg is not changed, if the (« + l)-st

equation in (10) and the corresponding new variable Zo are not put at the beginning

but are interpolated between two indices p, p + 1 or even put at the end. Indeed

this amounts to the old process applied to a transformation of fo by a finite

sequence of single step iterations, but then fo is carried over into the general

reduced vector, and the invariance of Xg follows then from the characterization

of Xg contained in the developments of numbers 15 and 16.

23. We consider now Seidel's relaxation procedure (8). Then in the

modified procedure we obtain the speeding up for an index 4 for which we have

(37) (ro<*')2Alo > (r^Y/A,    (p * 0),

that is to say, by (12) :

(38) \Ír^\/Ao">\r^\/AJ>(^Q).
r-l

We will now show that this inequality is impossible, if we have

(39) ¿o* > E A¿ -   min   A¿.
r=l !<0<n
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Indeed, if we put

IV«!- ptAJ,   ß = 1, •••,«,

we have from (38) and (39), since one of the r„ and therefore one of the p„ vanish :

IE rJ»\/At ^ E p,(A*/Ao)* ̂  Aa-*(-   min   A¿ + E A,*) maxfc
y=l f=1 1^0^ n f=l

^ maxp„ =   max   ( | r¿k) \ A^).

Therefore, in order that (37) be possible at all we must have

n

(40) VTo < E JA* -  min Y4¡.
0=1 1^0 ^n

24. In order to discuss the situation under the condition (40) we consider the

r/*' as stochastic variables and discuss the probability for (37) under suitable

assumptions on the distribution of the r^k). We put

(41) /?„=VZ>0    (v = 0,1, •••,«)

and denote the sequence of the vectors pt(4 = 0,1, • • •) by 5. In the following

formulae the index of p, that is the upper index of r,m, will be dropped whenever

it is possible without danger of misunderstanding.

Then our problem can be described as the problem of computing the probability

(42)
r 1 I "     ^ WA J

— E^>max——;    peS\
LP0[,=1 !<^<n     P" J

defined in the usual way as the limit of the relative density, and ascertaining

whether (42) is positive. As the relations in the brackets of (42) are homogeneous

in the r„ each of the vectors p t S can and is from now on assumed to be normed

in such a way that we have

(43) max fci = 1.
l<»<n    ß'

25. Denote the N-th section (pi, • • •, pN) of 5 by S(N) and put

(44) #<*> (a-) = P T Ê r, ^ a,   p e Sw] .

This is the "finite" probability in the classical sense, and we put then

(45) #(<r) = lim#W(«r),
¿V->°o

if this limit exists.

For any 4, 4 = 1, • • •, w, we denote by Sk{N) the sequence of the vectors p\,

X ^ N, for which 4 is leading index corresponding to px_i and therefore rkm = 0.
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Further we write Sk for the complete partial sequence of 5 corresponding to

these vectors.

We denote further by Lß(N) the number of vectors px in 5(JV) whose leading

index is p and put

(46) $*<*>(«■) «P[¿>>< o;    pÉ5^>l.

Denote now by Sk,» the partial sequence of 5 containing the vectors px such

that p is leading index for px and 4 is leading index for px-i, and therefore by (8)

and (43) rty =0, \r^\ = ßß, and by S^ the sequence of the vectors px from

Sk.ß with X ^ N. Put then

(47) *g?(«r) =p[£r. ^ r ;»._$>],

and denote by Hk,ß(N) the probability that the leading index p in S(!f) follows

the leading index 4.

26. We define further

(48) Hk = lim ~Lk(N),
¿V-voo «

(49) *TM r lim ¿MW),
JV-n»

(50) *»(#)- lira#<f»,
iV-»oo

(51) **.„(*) = lim$S(o)

if the limits (48)-(51) exist. We have then obviously by elementary probabilities

(52) *mW = El-(?W**>>_***<#)
AT + 1*

(53) *T(o") = E^TO^W-
0=1

We see that, if the limits (48), (49) and (51) exist, $k(<r) and €>(o) also exist and

we have

n

(54) $(0) = E $*(o)ir*,
*=i

(55) $*(*) = E ^„(oO-Hlb.,..

27. We define now « vector-fields F* consisting respectively of all vectors p

normed according to (43), for which the component rk vanishes. Each of the fields
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Fk can again be decomposed into « — 1 vector-fields Fk,ß(k ?¿ p) consisting re-

spectively of all vectors p normed according to (43) with rk = 0, \rß\ — ßß. A

vector p can of course belong to several of these fields.

In the fields Fk, Fk,ßwe will now define in a suitable way the following geometric

probabilities:

(56) ***(*■) -P[¿.f,jg *;mAJ,

(57) wt,0 = Pl\r„\ = ßß;pe Fk],

(58) **».,.(«-) =p|èr, ^ o-;pcP*,J.

Of course, to define these geometric probabilities we must use a convenient model,

which presents itself here in a very natural way. If the components r/X) of the

residual vector px are computed up to a certain number of decimal places, they

q,m . .    ,
are approximated by certain fractions-, where misa power of 10. It is then

m

natural to assume that, if the subscripts 4 and p are fixed, the integers a„(x> vary

uniformly within their limits. We consider therefore « + 1 integers

m, m„    (v = 1, • • -, «)

tending to infinity in such a way that we have

-*ß.     (v = 1, •••,»).
m

We define then

(59) #**(*) - limP    ¿3, ^ «m; max ^!± = 1, qk = 0   ,

(60)

(61)

r, , i?.i i
tot,0 = hm PI \qß\—mß; max - = 1, qk = 0   ,

m—,oo L l^vi^n    'rr^v J

**i:,0 = Hm P    E 2- ^ o-w; \qß\ = m„ g* = 0, max —— — 1 I.
m->°0 L v=i l<v<n    "I, J

28. It is easy to compute the uk,ß. Assume 4 = 1. Then the probability 01,0

in (60) is obtained in considering the right parallelepiped \x\\ ^ m\ (X = 2, •••,«),

as the quotient of the area of the two faces | xß | = mßby the complete area of all

faces. In putting temporarily m2 ■ ■ ■ mn = M we obtain

2M/mß m/mß

2 E M/mx      E m/mx
X=2 X=2
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and this tends to

1/A

E 1/A - l/A
~-i

In replacing here /3i by ßk we obtain finally

(62) cu4,0 = —---    (4 ^ Ai).

E l/A - l/A
,=i

We write this differently in introducing the expressions

(63) ox =-

EVft

Then we have obviously

(64) Eft-Í.
x=i

and (62) becomes

" 1 -«
2^   O,   —    OA;
»=1

If we now define &>*,* as 0, we obtain

(65) w*,0 = -j 1 — o*

0 (4 = ft).

The values **i^(») and #**(») have already been computed in another com-

munication [8], and we will give $*k,ß(<r) later on. In particular we have

n

(66) $4*(o) = E -■*. ,***.„ («0-
0=1
0**

29. We make now two fundamental assumptions about the sequence 5 under

consideration :

(67) Hypothesis A.      $k,ß(<r) = #>*&*(*)    (4 ^ p; 4, p. = 1, • • -, »)

(68) Hypothesis B.    Hk,ß(N) —» &%,,, (AT —» oo, 4 5¿ p.; ¿, A« = 1, ■ ' -, ")•

It follows then from (55) that we have

(69) *»(*) = #**».

In order to obtain the value of $(o) we will now prove the existence of the

limit (48).
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30. We have obviously

(70) ¿Lk(N) = N+i,

Lß(N) = E Hk,ß(N)Lk(N - 1).
*=i
A^0

If we replace here each Lk(N — 1) by Lk(N), the modulus of the error does not

exceed E Hk,ß = 1, and we obtain
*=i
**0

¿ Hk,ß(N)Lk(N) = Lß(N) + eß(N),    \eß(N) \ <, 1.

k*ß

Divide this by N and put

(71) Íf2 - M*).
Then we obtain

(72) ¿ Hk,ß(N)hk(N) - hß(N) = «,(JV),    *,(iV) = O (-^)    (p = 1, • • -, «).

**0

In the same way we obtain from (70)

(73) £ hk(N) = 1 + i.
t=i «

If we replace in the equations (72) and (73) the hß(N) by xß, the equations become

for N -> oo by (68) and (65)

* Xk
(74) O0 E :- = xß    (p = 1, • • -, n),

k=l   1   —   Ok
k*ß

(75) E ** = 1.
4=1

We consider first the system (74). If we divide by oß and add-on both
1   —   0-0

sides, we obtain

t=l 1   — «■* 0-ß 1   —  O0 oM(l   —  O0)

Denoting the expression on the left by 7 we get

(76) xß = 700(1 - ffß).

31. On the other hand, if we put the value (76) for 7 = 1 into the system (74),

the system is satisfied ; we see that the rank of (74) is exactly « — 1. We can
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therefore choose « — 1 of the equations (74) in such a way that they form, taken

together with (75), a system of the rank «. Therefore the corresponding « — 1

equations (72) form, taken together with the equation (73), a linear system which

remains regular in the limit N-+ os. Therefore its solutions hk(N) tend to the

solution of the system (74), (75); and this solution is obtained from (76), if y

is chosen so that (75) is fulfilled. But then we have

£ *„ - l = y (l - i O02),
0=1 \      0=1    /

„,,                                  Lk(N)                  ak(l -o-k)
(77) —j—^Hk = -;-

i - E o-2
►=1

If we introduce here the values (63) of the o„, we obtain

Ä"1 (Eft-1- ßr1)

It follows now from (54), (55), (68), (65) :

(79) #(«r) = £ Hk £ o>*,0$\0(o).
k=\      0=i

0**

32. An explicit formula for $*k,ß(o) can be written simply by using the expres-

sion for a function F(o-) which was defined and computed in a previous paper [8].

In replacing the integer « used in that paper by « — 2 (for « ^ 3) we define

F(o-) as the probability

(80) FM =P[£! + £2+ •■• +£n-2 ^ o; |f.| ^ a,    f>- 1, •••[»- 2)].

The a, are « — 2 positive numbers. Then we have for P(o) (see formula (5)

in [8]) :

(81)   *(•) =,     *   ,,,—-— n (1 - 5s-) (« + <r)V2,
2" 2(« — 2)! ai ■ ■ ■ a„_2 ,_j

a = ai +  • • •  + a„_2.

Here S is the operator defined by

Sf(a) =f(a - n).

The computed expression consists of 2n~2 terms of the form

± (a — 2ax, — 2ax, —  ■ • • + a)"+   .

The subscript + signifies that, if the expression within the parentheses is negative,

the whole expression has to be replaced by 0, while otherwise the subscript can

be dropped.
In particular we have pointed out in [8], p. 6, that F(c) is strictly monotonically

increasing with o for  — a ^ o ^ a and grows from F ( — a) = 0 to F (a) — 1.
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We see that we have

(82) 1 > F(<r) > 0    (|o|<a).

F (a) is further a continuous function of o. We obtain therefore the same value

of the probability, if we replace in (80) the condition ^o by the condition <o.

33. 3>*k,ß(<r) is by definition (58) the arithmetical mean of the two probabilities

P\    £ r, ^ o - ßß; |r,|<C ß A , P |    £ r, $ a + ßß; \r,\ $ A I •
V^k, 0 V^k, 0

We have therefore

(83) $,,0(0) = e[pfc,0(o - ßß) + F,,0(0 + A)]-

The function Fk,ß is here obtained from (81), if the ai, • ■ -, a„_2 are identified

with the n — 2 of the numbers A which remain after deleting ßß and ßk. Intro-

ducing (83) into (79) we obtain finally the complete expression of $(0).

If we return now to the problem of computing the probability (42) and norm

here the r, according to (43), we see that we have to compute

P\ IE rf   > ßo, max —— = 1,  min   \rv| = 0 I.

This is the sum of the two probabilities

r» |f I "1
P\ E r, < — ßo\ max —— = 1, min   |r»| — 0 I ,

["» |r   I "I
P\ E f, > ßo ; max —~ = 1, min   | r, \ = 0   .

But these two probabilities have the same value, and the first of them is obviously

$(—ßo). We obtain therefore for the probability (42) the expression

n n

(84) 2*(-A) = E HklZ cok,ßlFk.ß(- ßo - A) + Fk,ß(- ßo + A)]-
k=i      0=1

34. We will now prove that (84) is positive under the condition (40), that is

n

(85) A < E A -  min A-
v=l l<»<n

Observe that all terms in (84) are non-negative. It is therefore sufficient to prove

that under the condition (85) at least one of the expressions Fk,ß(— ßo ± A) is

positive, that is to say, by (82), that for convenient choice of 4 and p either
n

ßo + A or IA — AI  is less than E A — A ~ A- Assume now that the A are
>-=i

ordered increasingly

A < A ^ • ■ ■ ̂  A
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and put

ß = ßi + ■ • ■ + A-

Then I say that for 4 = 1, p = 2 we always have

(86) |A - A|</3 - A- A,

that is to say that

Fi,2(- A+A) > 0.

To prove (86) consider the two cases A ^ A- and A < A- In the first case (86)

reduces to

A - A < ß - A - A,   A < ß - A,

and this is exactly (85). In the second case (86) reduces to

A - A < ß - A - A,   A > - (ß - A - 2A) ;

but here the expression on the right is not positive, as

(A - A) + A + • • • + A ^ 0.

We have now proved that under the condition (40) and the assumptions of

Nr. 29 the probability for the speeding up of Seidel's relaxation procedure in using

Gauss' device is positive.
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